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Yang Baxter equation (YBE):

Introduction (TE  YBE)

one finds TE = YBE up to conjugation in the auxiliary space 4,5,6
= a quantization of YBE

This almost trivial observation is known to yield infinitely many solutions to YBE 
in a matrix product form having applications to statistical mechanics etc.
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Tetrahedron equation (TE) is a 3D generalization of YBE:
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Aim:  Extend this 3D approach to the Reflection equation.



Quantized reflection equation

(Ordinary) reflection equation (RE):    

L12(x/y)K2(x) L21(xy)K1(y) = K1(y) L12(xy)K2(x) L21(x/y)



Quantized reflection equation

(Ordinary) reflection equation (RE):    

L12(x/y)K2(x) L21(xy)K1(y) = K1(y) L12(xy)K2(x) L21(x/y)

Quantized reflection equation := RE up to conjugation

where L and K also act on the auxiliary space and        is the conjugation.  
If all the space indices are written out explicitly, it reads 
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q-bosons and their Fock spaces  (q: generic)
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A solution to the quantized RE (2/2)

For this L and K, the quantized RE is 16 linear equations on         

Example.

Fix the normalization by 

Proposition.     The solution to the quantized RE is given by 

=   the intertwiner of the Soibelman representation of the quantized coordinate ring
Aq(Sp4) labeled by the longest element of its Weyl group.

Remark.   The intertwiner has been obtained explicitly in [K-Okado 2012],  which yielded
the first solution to the 3D reflection equation proposed by [Isaev-Kulish 1997] . 
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Introduce the boundary vectors 

Conjecture: 



Matrix product construction of S(z) and K(z)

Introduce the boundary vectors 

Construct the operators in matrix product forms as  

For any             ,  use the vector spaces with labels like  and

Here   a denotes the auxiliary space.  The matrix elements are expressed in 3D diagrams, e.g,

Conjecture: 
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with  S(z)  further satisfying YBE among itself is called a solution of RE.  

Main result
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Remarks.

Str, Ss,s’  and their YBE were proved in [Bazhanov-Sergeev 2006]  and  [K-Sergeev 2013].

They are the            quantum R matrices of the fundamental representation  (for Str )  
and the spin representations (for Ss,s’ )  for some  p.

A similar result on G2 Reflection equation is known [K 2018].


